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SETUP 

• Shuffle each deck, put Hellhound counters face down in their box, place 4 lieutenants face up in each 
“Lieutenants Available” box, deal each player a set of counters, 5 souls and a Favour marker. 

• Draw 3 Hell cards and place permanents in play inside their boxes, discarding other cards. Randomly choose 
one if more than a single permanent card is drawn affecting the same area. 

• Deal each player 3 Daemon cards face up and they can change one paying their Favour marker, then each 
player place his daemon counters in the Rank Track with their control markers.  

• Deal each player 5 Arcana cards and discard any “Play right away”, without replacing them. 
• Deal each player 5 Sectio cards and place control markers in those sections. Players roll the dice, then in 

decreasing order each one place a legion in one controlled section. 
 

SEQUENCE OF PLAY 

1. Hell Phase. Do not perform in the very first turn of the game.  
• Draw 1 Hell card and apply the Major Event described here 
• Draw 2 Hell cards and apply the Phenomenon described in the first to the place indicated by the second one 
• Each player draws 1 Arcana card for every non-uncapacitated daemon, discarding down to 5 cards if  

appropriate (may need a Disfavour Roll for each card). Play immediately any “Play right away” card. 
2. Soul Phase. Each player collects souls, upkeeps his units and could also gain Favours. 

• Collect souls from controlled sections (isolated sections produce 2 souls less each). 
• Each daemon walking the Earth collects additional souls equal to his Hearts + 1D6. 
• Collect any souls due to special effects, skills and cards. 
• Pay 1 soul for each unit and lieutenant in play. If not enough souls, units desert and other players can pay 

for them (in order of wealth) or are removed from play if unpaid. If units desert, both the original player as 
well as anyone who refused to pay them immediately get a Disfavour. 

• Each daemon walking the Earth who is successful in a Disfavour Roll gets a Favour. 
3. Summoning Phase.  Simultaneously or in order of wealth, players can now raise legions, recruit lieutenants, 

tame Hellhounds and give extra pay to their lieutenants. See the Summoning table. 
4. Action Phase. Each daemon acts individually, performing actions in Rank Track order. See the Action table. 

5. Random Movements. Uriel, Lilith (courting and aspect changes included) and rampaging Hellhounds move 
exactly in this order. See Random Movement table. 

6. Combat Phase. Battles between players are resolved before those against independent units, in order of 
“biggest combat first”. Before resolution, players can send daemons in battle with Arcana cards up to their 
Hearts. Always compose two factions, then play combat rounds as follows until only one side remains. 

• Daemons use Arcana cards one by one, the one having more combat Skulls decides who’s going first. 
• Declare attacks against legions and Hellhounds. If possible, must target every enemy unit at least once. 
• Attacks are simultaneous, every legion rolls one die and Hellhound as printed on their counter. Hellhound 

controlling legions can’t attack. Each “6” is a hit, including lieutenant bonuses to commanded legions. 
• Save hit units with “1” if no daemon present, otherwise a Roll Against Skulls is required. Hellhounds save on 

“4” or less, leaders can’t be targeted but must save on “5” or less if a commanded legion is destroyed. 
• Chance to flee, beginning with the side having the most Skulls of combat. Play a new round if needed. 

7. Petition Phase. Assume control of occupied sections where no opponents are present, in two ways: 
• If the player won the section playing at least one full combat round , a successful Disfavour Roll is required 

to assume control of that section 
• If the player occupies the scetion without winning a combat there this turn, he can pay a Favour. 

8. End Phase. Each player removes any extra pay given to his lieutenants, then he can: 
• discard Disfavours paying for them at the rate of 2 Favours each, and 
• roll a die for each uncapacitated daemon, recovering it with a result of “5” or “6” 

 

SUMMONING TABLE 

Evocazione Costo Note 
Legions 3 Souls each One legion per controlled section before adding more 

Lieutenants See “Recruit Lieutenant”  card First one in the box selected with 1D6 (refill if empty) 
Hellhounds (1D6)  1-4 OK, 6 lose that legion In Antehell only, max. 1 Hellhound per  legion 

Arcana cards 5 Souls each Immediately play any “Play right away” card 
Extra Pay Any # of Souls Place selected souls on that lieutenant counter 

    

 
DAEMON ACTIONS 

Actions Procedure and notes 

“Pass for Good” The Daemon does not take actions at all. Only choice for uncapacitated daemons. 
Pass Use/pay a “Pass” card,  daemon moves down the Rank Track and takes his action later. 

March 
The daemon moves one legion (or group led by lieutenant) for each Skull of combat. 
Legions move 2 sections, lieutenants 3 sections and take/drop legions during movement. 
Movement can cause other units fleeing (see). 

Walk the Earth Use and pay a “Walk the Earth” card that is placed under the Daemon card. 

Play Arcana cards Casting daemon and target in the same location, see specific card for restrictions and 
costs. “Counter” can be used at any time to cancel. 

Influence Used to disband, change control or neutralize units and lieutenants, see table. 

Atonement Used to discard Disfavours, see table. 

Conspiracy On Earth, draw 1 Hell card per Heart and play a new permanent or replace a previous one. 
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Evil Deeds On Earth, roll a die for each Heart and get 1 Favour for each result “6”. 
 

DIPLOMACY: INFLUENCING UNITS AND LIEUTENANTS 

Target Goal Procedure Notes 
Disband (remove unit) 1 Roll Against Hearts 

Legion 
Change control or neutralize 2 Rolls Against Hearts 

Disband (remove unit) 2 Rolls Against Hearts 
Lieutenant 

Change control or neutralize 3 Rolls Against Hearts 

Bonus corruption: -1 per Soul 

Malus extra pay: +1 per Soul 
(Lieutenants only) 

 

DIPLOMACY: ATONEMENT (Roll 2D6)  FLEEING 

Hearts 2-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 11-12  

5-6 Incapac. Incapac. No 2D 3D  

3-4 Incapac. No 1D 1D 2D  

2 Incapac. No No 1D 2D  

1 Incapac. No No 1D 1D  

Units in a section may flee if others enter it.  Alone 
Lieutenants must always try to flee. 
Each unit : 1D6 and compass to find direction, 
reroll for Pentagram or same direction as the  
invader. “5” or “6” is always a failure. Multiple and 
chained flights possible. 
Lieutenants: use 2 dice and choose one result, 
dragging commanded legions (no roll required). 

 

RANDOM MOVEMENTS (in the order listed) 

Unit  Procedure 

Uriel 

Starts on Earth, make Rolls Against Skulls there for elimination or return to hell and pass for good, 
then move to Antehell and destroys everything there. Next turn enters hell randomly moving 4 
sections (any “3” counts as “1”), every unit must flee (lieutenants can’t drag legions), failure means 
destruction. Players roll 1D6: if result greater than such losses their lowest ranking daemon is 
eliminated. Removed by Lilith, or entering the Pentagram, or discarding the summoning card. 

Lilith 

Starts in Antehell with random aspect, changing it every turn (see table below) before moving 4 
sections. Apply effects due to aspect only as it enters a section, no fleeing possible. Before 
determining a new aspect one daemon can court Lilith with a successful Roll Agains Hearts (Duel if 
more daemons) in order to control its move, otherwise this is randomly determined. Removes Uriel 
if encountered, and is removed if enters the Pentagram or back to Antehell. 

Hellhound Randomly move 6 sections stopping as soon as other Hellhounds or units do not flee. Never flee 
and fight even between themselves, saving on “4 or less. Reroll if moving into Uriel or Lilith. 

 

LILITH: ASPECTS AND EFFECTS 

Die Aspect Effects in entered sections 
1-2 Virgin Destroys everything in the section, without any chance of fleeing 

3-4 Mother Doubles the number of each unit in the section it entered 

5-6 Crone Each player occupying the section draws 1 Arcana card for each legion he has there. 
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